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Abstract 

This paper describes recent progress in the analysis of computed tomography (CT) images of 
hardwood logs. The long-term goal of the work is to develop a system that is capable of 
autonomous (or semiautonomous) detection of internal defects, so that log breakdown decisions 
can be optimized based on defect locations. The problem is difficult because wood exhibits large 
variations in texture along with irregular defect placement, particularly for hardwood species. In 
an earlier project, we developed a classification system that utilizes artificial neural networks 
(ANN) for this purpose. The system uses small neighborhoods in a CT image to make a 
preliminary classification decision for every pixel, using labels such as "knot," "split," and 
"bark." This approach has yielded high accuracy statistically. Subjectively, however, the results 
can often be improved through fiuther processing steps. For that purpose, we have developed a 
prototype system called IntelliPost, which can refine a segmented image. During its "learn 
mode," IntelliPost observes image-editing operations performed by a human operator, and 
develops its own rules based on those actions. Later, the user can place the system into "run 
mode" and provide new segmented images. The system automatically refines these new images 
by using the rules that it has developed. This approach allows IntelliPost to be tailored for 
different application domains (e.g., species and grading criteria) and for different user 
preferences. In tests involving CT datasets of red oak and sugar maple logs, the use of 
IntelliPost resulted in pixel-wise accuracy improvements ranging from 1.6 1 % to 19.47%. 
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Introduction 

Growing demand for lumber products and limited forest resources are forcing the hardwood 
industly to seek more productive conversion of logs to lumber. Conventional log sawing 
practices waste a considerable amount of valuable wood, largely because defects that 
significantly lower board quality are at unknown locations inside the logs. 

The conventional breakdown method of a log relies on visual examination. The sawyer first 
considers the exterior of a log and chooses an initial breakdown strategy. This is modified as 
sawing incrementally reveals the log's interior. This method has several drawbacks. Among the 
most noticeable is that exterior bark distortion provides only limited information concerning 
internal features. In addition, repeated manual operations are subject to fatigue and subjective 
variation. 

Computed tomography (CT) imaging is one possible method to obtain information concerning 
the internal structure of logs. This nondestructive technique provides image "slices" 
representing cross-sectional density distribution of a scanned object. Due to the fact that a large 
amount of data is collected during typical CT scanning, it is preferred to have an automated 
technique that can quickly analyze the images, locate and identify defects, and suggest 
breakdown strategies [4, 5, 1 0, 1 31. 

A collaborative research effort involving Virginia Tech and the Southern Research Station of 
the USDA Forest Service has resulted in a method that utilizes artificial neural networks (ANNs) 
to classify CT image pixels individually. This system uses small kernel windows of CT density 
values as input feature vectors [10,16,17]. The trained neural network assigns a label such as 
"knot", "split", or "clear wood" to each nonbackground pixel in the image. Several experiments 
have demonstrated good accuracy in labeling of log defects in CT slices. Although the 
classification performance of the ANN-based classifier has been quantitatively high, the 
experiments have shown a need for a postprocessing module to refine classified images further. 
The primary reason is that the ANN-based classifier depends heavily on local information, and 
this can result in misclassifications, particularly in small, isolated locations. The initial approach 
for postprocessing was a fixed, nonadaptive method that was based on mathematical morphology 
to refine the classified image regions. While that approach has shown some success, it was 
limited in its ability to handle a wide variety of postprocessing needs. 

Several difficulties are faced in improving the postprocessing module, however. Although 
many fixed postprocessing steps can be easily implemented, different situations may require 
different types and degrees of postprocessing. For example, different species of wood, particular 
defect types, the intended use of a log, and personal preferences suggest the need for a more 
flexible approach. For these reasons, we have developed an adaptive system called IntelliPost 
that is capable of "learning" new sets of postprocessing rules. The system operates by observing 
the postprocessing operations as a human user interactively refines segmented CT images. As 
the user manipulates the images, IntelliPost stores information related to those manual 
operations, and develops internal rules that can be used later for automatic postprocessing of 
other images. After one or more training sessions, the system accepts new images, and uses its 
rule set to apply postprocessing operations in a manner that is modeled after those learned from 
the human user. 



IntelliPost does not simply memorize a particular sequence of postprocessing steps during a 
training session, but instead generalizes from the image data and fiom the actions of the human 
user so that new CT images can be refined appropriately. Because it learns from a human 
"teacher", this approach represents a form of supervised machine learning. However, the level 
of supervision is relatively mild by traditional machine-learning standards, because the teacher 
does not need to be knowledgeable concerning the system's internal feature space or its rule 
representation and selection methods. Because of its ability to accept new training inputs over 
time, the system is said to perform "incremental" learning. This contrasts with many machine- 
learning systems, which require all training data to be made available prior to training. Such 
systems perform "batch" learning. 

The next section of this paper provides a brief overview of the complete defect detection 
system. This is followed by a description of the IntelliPost postprocessing system, and then a 
section that presents experimental results that have been obtained with IntelliPost. The final 
section presents concluding remarks. 

Architectural Overview 

The work described in this paper builds on a previously developed method that uses artificial 
neural networks for image segmentation [ 10,14,15,16,17]. In this approach, an ANN classifies 
pixels individually using small neighborhoods of CT density values as input and assigns a label 
(e.g., "knot" or "decay") to each pixel in the image. The overall classification system consists of 
three modules: (1) a preprocessing module, (2) an artificial neural network module that performs 
tentative image segmentation, and (3) a postprocessing module. The preprocessing module 
separates wood from background (air), and normalizes CT density values. The ANN module 
labels each nonbackground pixel of a CT slice using histogram-normalized values from small 
windows, typically of size 3 x 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 , centered on each pixel location to be classified. In 
the postprocessing module, learning-based postprocessing operations are applied to remove 
spurious regions and refine region shapes. 

Because the ANN primarily uses local information, incorrect misclassifications can occur, as 
described above. The example shown in Figure 1 illustrates the nature of the problem. In the 
figure, a sugar maple slice is processed, and the output from an ANN is shown without 
postprocessing. In this case, the ANN classifier is misled by density information near the center 
of the log. Small density changes in the center cause the ANN to label regions as heartwood 
instead of sapwood. Some annual rings and low density regions are incorrectly labeled as split 
and decay, respectively. 

It is interesting to note that many of these incorrect labels have negligible effect on statistical 
measures of accuracy, which depend on pixel counts alone. Qualitatively, however, the removal 
of small regions and the refinement of larger regions can be desirable. Most of the needed 
refinement can be accomplished with relatively simple postprocessing steps. The difficulty lies 
in the development of rules that determine when to apply these simple steps. For example, the 
relatively large region that is classified as heartwood in Figure 1 should be removed, along with 
several small spurious regions. A filter that indiscriminately removes all regions smaller than 
some threshold will fail to remove large heartwood regions such as in this case. Because of the 
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difficulty in developing an exhaustive set of rules that will work well for all possible situations, 
the emphasis of this study has been to let the machine develop its own postprocessing rules, 
based on observations of a hurnan user. 

Figure 1. Exarnple of ANN-based defect detection, without any postprocessing steps. For this 
sugar maple slice, density information alone is not sufficient. (a) CT slice to be analyzed. (b) 
Output of ANN classifier. 

IntelliPost: an Intelligent Postprocessing System 

This study claims that the segmentation performance of an ANN-based system can be 
improved by applying learning-based postprocessing. The postprocessing system has been 
designed so that it takes human experience and preferences into account, and then stores this 
information for fbture use. Initially, the system requires manual postprocessing by a human user. 
This step is necessary to obtain domain knowledge and store that in a knowledge base. The 
system uses the knowledge base to postprocess other images in a similar way, but without user 
intervention. 

Many machine-learning systems, including the one described here, operate in two diaerent 
modes: a "learn mode" and a "run mode". During the learn mode, our system provides a 
graphical user interface that allows a human user to edit segmented images. The user selects 
postprocessing operations from a menu, designates portions of the image to be processed, and 
observes the selected refinement operation. The interactive refinement operations can continue 
until the user is satisfied with the resulting segmentation for any number of training images. The 
architecture of the learn mode is shown in Figure 2. This mode of the system has two main 
components: a postprocessing operations library that provides region-based image editing 
operations to the user, and a domain knowledge extraction and storage module that saves 
relevant information for later use. 



When a user selects the run mode, IntelliPost automatically generates a set of rules based on 
its stored knowledge database. A user, possibly different than the training user, can load a new 
image, and the system will automatically apply its rules to the regions in the image. Based on 
geometric features of those regions, the system selects operations and applies them. Ideally, the 
system will generate a postprocessed image that is the same as the original human operator 
(trainer) would produce. The architecture of run mode is shown in Figure 3. In this mode, the 
postprocessing operation module is utilized by the inference engine instead of by a human 
operator. 

We have chosen a demonstrational approach to obtain and formulate domain knowledge. 
This simplifies the process of creating the knowledge database, which is often a bottleneck in the 
design process of knowledge-based systems. Traditionally, a knowledge engineer works closely 
with a domain expert to develop rules and guidelines for a particular application. The rules are 
encoded, and an interference engine (often using MYCIN-style reasoning) is used to analyze new 
inputs to the system. Since this traditional process is inherently difficult and time-consuming, 
efforts have taken place within the artificial intelligence community to automate the knowledge 
acquisition process [1,7,8,9,11,12]. For our IntelliPost system, we have adopted a variation of 
supervised learning strategies in which the system can learn by observing a domain expert. 

Many different inductive inference techniques could be adopted for our purpose, including 
support vector machines or explanation-based learning. For the current implementation of 
IntelliPost, we selected an approach based on the induction of decision trees [6].  A decision tree 
is a graph-theoretic tree in which each interior node represents a decision point, conceptually 
incorporating IF-THEN-ELSE statements, and each leaf node represents a final class label that 
should be assigned. Decision-tree induction is typically a supervised learning method, in which 
rules are generated for classifying objects that are represented as vectors from a feature space. 
We have developed a method in which computed region properties (along with postprocessing- 
related properties) constitute the feature space for decision tree induction. As a simple example, 
consider region size and radial distance from the center of a log slice as two features that can be 
computed for a given region in an image. It is possible to map any particular region onto a point 
in this feature space, and to assign a label indicating a desired action, such as "remove" for that 
region. 

Using this feature-driven approach, it is possible to use information-theoretic methods to 
construct a decision tree that can select an action for any point in the feature space. Among the 
most common systems for decision-tree induction are ID3, C4.5, and CART [7,19,20]. 
Relatively recent systems known as MSM-T and OC-SEP [2,3,18] are based on linear and 
nonlinear optimization methods. The former group creates a classification tree by repeatedly 
subdividing the feature space using linear univariate thresholds, and the latter group creates more 
general nonlinear decision rules. The result is a set of separating hyperplanes that may not be 
parallel to the feature-space axes, with resulting subsets forming a partition of the feature space. 
In classical decision tree induction algorithms, entropy measures are often used to select which 
feature variable is to be considered at each node of the decision tree. But in the case of linear 
programming based decision tree induction, separating hyperplanes are used to separate the 
training examples at each node of the decision tree. 
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Figure 2. The architecture of IntelliPost's learn mode. A human operator edits a segmented CT 
image interactively, as the system observes and extracts information to be used later. 

Operation 
Library 

Figure 3. The architecture of run mode. The user provides segmented images, and the system 
automatically modifies the image in a manner similar to the human's earlier editing steps. 

Results and Discussion 

The IntelliPost postprocessing system represents a novel approach for learning postprocessing 
rules. Its graphical user interface, shown in Figure 4, lets the user select either learn mode or run 
mode for the current session. During learn mode, the user can select regions and modify them 
individually. IntelliPost supports several operations, including region removal, region thinning, 
and boundary smoothing. For illustration purposes, region removal is the only action considered 



in the example results shown here. As the user designates particular regions, the system removes 
them. Simultaneously, it computes and stores in the knowledge database infomation related to 
those regions and to the underlying images themselves. 

When a user later invokes IntelliPost's run mode, the system automatically generates a 
decision tree using information stored in the knowledge base. It also considers each region in the 
given image automatically, and consults the decision tree to determine which of those regions 
should be removed and which should be retained. 

The segmentation performance of IntelliPost has been tested using several different hardwood 
log datasets. This paper reports results for 2 red oak datasets that were scanned at the Virginia- 
Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine, and for 2 sugar maple datasets that were 
provided by Forintek Canada Corp. An overview of the experimental setup is illustrated in 
Figure 5. An input CT image is processed by an initial segmentation algorithm (the artificial 
neural network). The output is a presegmented slice that needs refinement, and is refined by 
IntelliPost. 

- -  - 

(x,y)= (502.13 Layer .O 

Figure 4. Example screen capture of IntelliPost's user interface. The original image and the 
resulting segmented image can be displayed simultaneously. The user can adjust the 
transparency level so that original image can be overlapped with its segmented image for 
comparison. 
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Figure 5. Comparing segmentation improvement between a presegmented image and the result 
image. Reference images were generated by human experts for assessing segmentation 
performance. 

To assess the results, two USDA Forest Service researchers from the Brooks Forest Product 
Center at Virginia Tech provided "ground truth" information by manually delineating the 
boundaries of defects on given CT images. From these boundaries, segmented images were 
generated for use as references for comparison. Segmentation performance was measured, using 
these reference images, before and after refinement by Intellipost. 

Each dataset was divided into two equal-sized subsets: a training partition and a test partition. 
Each dataset's training set was used to train the ANN module and IntelliPost independently of 
the others. For the ANN, the back-propagation learning algorithm was used. The ANN was 
slightly overtrained in each case, in order to see the effects of postprocessing better. We used 
MATLAB's neural network toolbox to implement the ANN classification module, and 
IntelliPost is currently implemented using MATLAB as well. For all datasets, the size of the 
ANN sample window was 5 x 5 . For back-propagation training of the ANN, the learning rate 
was set to 0.2 and the momentum parameter was set to 0.8 for all datasets. Those parameters 
were not changed throughout the experiment. The goal for training was to reach a mean- 
squared-error threshold of 0.02. 

After ANN training, several segmented images from the training sets were provided to a 
human expert for use in training IntelliPost. A USDA Forest Service researcher from the Brooks 
Forest Product Center at Virginia Tech used IntelliPost to postprocess those images. After these 
IntelliPost training sessions, IntelliPost was used to automatically refine ANN-segmented images 
Erom the test sets. These images were not used during training. Example results are shown in 
Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows two image slices from the veterinary medicine datasets, and 
Figure 7 shows two image slices from the Forintek datasets. For all of these cases, removal of 
small regions improved the quality of the results considerably. 

Quantitative results, obtained using ground-truth references, are presented in Table 1. In one 
case, IntelliPost correctly removed a relatively large region, and this contributed to a large 
improvement in classification accuracy (1 9.47%). For the other cases, small improvements in 
accuracy of about 2 or 3% resulted from the removal of small regions only. These 
improvements, seemingly very small, corresponded to substantial qualitative improvement. 



Figure 6. Classification results for two red oak log slices, taken from two different logs in the 
veterinary medicine dataset. (a, e) Original CT images. (b, f) Initial classifications performed by 
the ANN. (c, g) Automatic postprocessing results, in which many spurious regions have been 
removed. (d, h) "Ground truth9' images that were used to assess segmentation performance. 
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Figure 7. Classification results for sugar maple slices form Forintek dataset. (a, e) The original 
CT images. (b, f) Initial classifications performed by the ANN. (c, g) Automatic postprocessing 
results, in which many spurious regions have been removed. (d, h) Reference "ground t ruth 
images that were used to assess segmentation performance. 



Table 1. Overall correct segmentation rates for selected images in veterinary medicine and 

I Forintek ( 567b 0.8205 0.9803 1 19.47% 

Forintek datasets. 

I Vetmed 1 2049 1 0.9044 I 0.9190 I 1.61% 1 

Conclusion 

Segmentation / Dataset I Slice 

IntelliPost is a new tool that has been developed to assist with the detection of internal defects 
in hardwood logs. The system draws heavily from two different areas of research: machine 
learning and image analysis. One focus of this study was to explore the possibility of using 
demonstrational learning methods for image analysis applications. The resulting prototype is 
capable of observing the actions of a human operator who interactively edits a set of training 
images. The system then applies an automatic inferencing method to develop its own 
postprocessing rules based on those actions. After this learning process, the system is capable of 
automatically applying similar refinement steps to other images. 

IntelliPost provides two modes of operation: learn mode and run mode. During the learn 
mode, the user refines a segmented image interactively, using operations in the postprocessing 
operations library. The system extracts high-level information fiom regions that are being edited 
by the user, and stores that information into the domain knowledge base for later use. In run 
mode, the system automatically constructs postprocessing rules by using an OC-SEP decision 
tree induction algorithm. After the decision tree is constructed, the system automatically refines 
image regions based on their geometric characteristics, as well as other high-level information 
that can be extracted from the image automatically. A quantitative assessment has demonstrated 
the viability of this approach. 
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